




Kunshan Kinglai Hygienic Materials Co., Ltd. (KL) founded in 2000, and gone 

public on 6th September 2011. KL expertise in hygienic materials research and 

manufacture, including vacuum vessel, pump, valve, flange, pressure vessel, 

tubing and fittings, etc. 68 series product covers 100,000 types comply with UHP & 

UHV. KL sanitary division serves customers in various industries, from daily articles of 

dairy, food, and beverage, to laboratory studies of chemical, pharmaceutical, 

and bio-tech. KL products are manufactured to meet different regional standards 

and custom-built products are available upon request. “CUSTOMER SUCCESS IS 

OUR SUCCESS” is the service tenet that we adhere to all the time. 

KL is a professional hygienic material manufacturer with high-tech in several fields, 

like new material, precision machining, surface treatment, clean room, ultra 

vacuum etc. KL is one of the few manufacturers which carry a complete techni-

cal system, and also is a leading company worldwide. 

KL had been certified by ASME BPE in 2013 for both tubing and fitting (*manufac-

turer), which is the NO.1 in Asia. Also, KL product comply with 3A, DIN, ISO, EHEDG 

etc. 

We feature quick delivery, best quality, competitive pricing and excellent service 

for KL product.

BPE-104

We Pursue Our Customers Satisfaction
with Pride.
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KingLai group for many years to fully meet customer demand as own duty, set a good brand image. 
Excellent management team and a good space to grow up and become a world-class high clean 
application materials suppliers, in the global food industry, pharmaceutical, biochemical, pharmaceuti-
cal industry and electronic clean areas have stable high-end customers, become the new the 
sustained and rapid growth of the company. 

THERE IS NO END OF STARTING

)

2014 EHEDG Certified

2013 ASME BPE Certified

2018 BIHAI filling machines fabricate company 
Acquisition BIHAI filling machines

Fabricate company

2017 Lion Hygienic Materials Co., Ltd
Setup Lion Hygienic material Co ltd process for gasline to integrate vacuum industries.

2016 KL Group GNB, KL Group Ireland JV.
Acquisition KL Group GNB Establish, Setup KL Group Ireland JV.

Certified tubing and fitting manufacturer by ASME BPE Org.

2012/2013 KingLai Group
Joint Venture with abc on pressure vessel

Investment on ITO equipment production

2011 Listed Stock (
Certified by GB, ASME(pressure vessel)

Certified by 3A(diaphragm valve, Filter, Changeover valve, tube)

Expansion the 3rd phase(Hefeng factory)

2009 Polaris Factory
3A Certified 

ISO9001-2008, PED Certified

2008 Certified of pressure piping
Certified by ISO, BSI

2007 Extablished Polaris Stainless Steel Technology Co., Ltd.

2006 Expansion the 3rd phase(KingLai factory)
Certified by 3A(C pumps, Ball valve, Check valve)

2004 Certified by ISO 9001-2000

2000 Built the domestic factory (KingLai factory)

1991 Founded in Taiwan
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APPLICATION FIELDS
As high clean applied materials has the global scope began to widespread  
popula rization application, Our product is safe and efficient transmission 
fluid, control fluid steering, in food,beverage, dairy, and other industrial 
production in the in a wide range of applications. Fluid handling equipment 
such as pumps, valves, heat exchangers, storage equipment and pipeline 
fittings and installation materials, etc. in thecompany can meet customer 
multiple design as well as to the health of the strict requirements.

BIO-PHARM EQUIPMENTS
PHARMACEUTICAL, 
CHEMICAL, 
PERSONAL CARE
LIFE SCIENCE

ENERGY
SAVING &

ENVIRONMENTS
SOLAR CELL, LED 

FOODS & BEVERAGE
SAFTY PRODUCTION
DRINKS, DAIRY, BREW, WINES,

ELECTRONIC
& SEMICON 
SEMICONDUCTION
OPTICAL COATING,
ITO, UHP DELIVERY

®
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MARKET & WORLDWIDE TRADE NETWORK

Wuhan
Xi’anIndiaSaudi

Beijing

Netherlands

Belgium
America

Mexico Shanghai

Changchun

Russia-Moscow

Guangzhou

Indonesia

Taiwan

With our success and wide acceptance by our OEM/ODM customers worldwide, we further expand our services 
to domestic customers in  China and Taiwan.
King Lai is constantly improving and upgrading to meet all technological requirements. King Lai’s ISO 9001certifi-
cation and 3A certification are the results of our dedication to customer service and product quality. With this in 
mind, we are proud to say “customer success is our success”.King Lai supplies to America, Europe, and other 
major industrial countries worldwide. As a mature manufacturer, we persist in research and development as well 
as quality management in lowering production cost while generating the highest efficiency. We feature quick 
delivery,   best quality, competitive pricing and excellent service for fitting.
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AUTOMATIC WELDING

KL raw material applies to ASTM 304 and 316L with good corrosion resistance and 
good performance in welding. KL is now using automatic welding, like Orbital 
welding, TIG welding, MIG welding, to replace hand welding, which can improve 
working environment & efficiency, meanwhile low down labor cost. 

TIG & Orbital
1.Pulse heating is good for heat sensitive material welding, because high temperature lasts very short period of 
time and iron condensation is fast.
2.It’s good for thin coil welding, because only small heat input and little space been affected.
3.It’s good for welding by one side in shape by both sides, because size of heat input and welding pool can be 
controlled.
4.High frequency arc shock to refine grain, eliminate porosity, improve joint performance.
5.It’s suitable for high-speed welding, and can obtain better work efficiency.

Weakness of hand welding
1.Crack 2. Non-fusion 3. Lack of penetration 4. Bubble 5. Undercut 6. Crater 7. Slag 
inclusion 8. Burn through 9. Overlap 10. Forming uneven 11. Weld repair

KL tubing automatic welding procedure
1.Long tangent, easy for fixture
2.Fitting roundness, ASME BPE 2012 DT-3-1
3.Fitting wall thickness, ASME BPE 2012 DT-3-1

Tube

Roundness Insufficient 

Tungsten StickTungsten StickWelding Holder

Tube

Roundness Flawless

Clamping Points

Orbital Weld Head

Tangent Length

Inert Gas

Thick

Thick

Thin Thickness Uniformity

Thin
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POLISHING PROCESS

KL hygienic tubing using 2B cold rolling coil, special welding procedure guarantee full penetration, and good 
welding performance complies with sanitary requirements for tubing. 

Bright Annealing-BA
Tubing temperature need to be cool down below 100  
with hydrogen protection, after reaching 1050 . It 
removes inner stress, and on the other hand, generates a 
passivation layer to increase the corrosion resistance.

Asid Cleaning & Passivated-AP
Pickle or passivation process can remove contaminations 
on surface, and generates a protection layer to increase 
corrosion resistance. 
KL MP & EP process can guarantee surface roughness 
requirement of ASME BPE (0.8-0.375), and 0.12 is doable 
upon request.

Mechanically Polished MP
Metal polishing wheel remove metallic contamination, 
make surface smooth as satin.

Electro-polished EP
Electro polish process removes spine and sunken, forming 
a protection layer to increase corrosion resistance. KL 
process MP before EP, which can guarantee a smooth 
surface and zero dead room.

Buffing polishing (BP)
It is commonly used to improve the 
surface brightness of decorative 
stainless steel industry, despite the Ra 
value may be better, but many corner 
crack was observed under the electron 
microscope, the surface with many 
impurities and abrasive particles. 

Buffing Polishing
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